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Geometric referencing of multi-spectral data

Field of the invention

The invention relates to the field of image capturing e.g. in aerial or industrial

imaging. More particularly, the present invention relates to sensing systems for

obtaining multi-spectral images, corresponding imaging systems and methods for

using them.

Background of the invention

Hyperspectral imaging is a form of spectral imaging wherein information from across

the electromagnetic spectrum is collected in many narrow spectral bands and

processed. From the different spectral images that are collected, information of the

objects that are imaged can be derived. For example, as certain objects leave unique

spectral signatures in images which may even depend on the status of the object,

information obtained by multi-spectral imaging can provide information regarding

the presence and/or status of objects in a region that is imaged. After selection of a

spectral range that will be imaged, as spectral images in this complete spectral range

can be acquired, one does not need t o have detailed prior knowledge of the objects,

and post-processing may allow to obtain all available information.

Whereas originally hyperspectral remote sensing was mainly used for mining and

geology, other applications such as ecology, agriculture and surveillance also make

use of the imaging technique.

Some agricultural and ecological applications are known wherein hyperspectral

remote sensing is used, e.g. for monitoring the development and health of crops,

grape variety detection, monitoring individual forest canopies, detection of the

chemical composition of plants as well as early detection of disease outbreaks,

monitoring of impact of pollution and other environmental factors, etc. are some of

the agricultural applications of interest. Hyperspectral imaging also is used for studies

of inland and coastal waters for detecting biophysical properties. In mineralogy,

detection of valuable minerals such as gold or diamonds can be performed using

hyperspectral sensing, but also detection of oil and gas leakage from pipelines and



natural wells are envisaged. Detection of soil composition on earth or even at other

planets, asteroids or comets also are possible applications of hyperspectral imaging.

In surveillance, hyperspectral imaging can for example be performed for detection of

living creatures.

In some applications, multi-spectral data can be obtained by collecting a full two

dimensional image of a region in one spectral range of interest and by subsequently

collecting other full two dimensional images of that region in other spectral ranges of

interest whereby spectral filters are switched in between. This way of data collection

nevertheless is not always possible, especially when the region of interest and the

imaging system undergo a large relative movement with respect t o each other.

In view of the relative movement, accurate determination of positional information is

important for a correct interpretation of the collected different spectral data. Known

systems make use of a global positioning system (GPS) and/or an inertial

measurement unit (IMU).

Summary of the invention

It is an object of embodiments of the present invention t o provide good sensing

systems for obtaining multi-spectral images of regions of interest providing distinct

information regarding the region of interest for different wavelengths or wavelength

regions and good methods for obtaining such spectral images of regions of interest.

It is an advantage of embodiments according t o the present invention that accurate

geometric information, e.g. positional information, can be coupled t o multi-spectral,

e.g. advantageously t o hyper-spectral information. It is an advantage of some

embodiments of the present invention that multi-spectral information can be

obtained with a good, e.g. high, positional accuracy. It is an advantage of

embodiments of the present invention that multi-spectral information can be

obtained with additional geometric information of the objects in the region of

interest, such as for example their relative height.



It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that, e.g. due

to integration of the two sensors on the same chip, a compact sensing system can be

obtained. It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that

integration on the same chip provides a fixed alignment, resulting in accurate

geometric information to be combined with the spectral data. It is an advantage of

embodiments according to the present invention that a light weight sensing system is

obtained, that can easily be integrated in an unmanned Aerial vehicle (UAV).

It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that a sensing

system with large width can be obtained, so that for some applications a broad area

can be imaged.

It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that multi-

spectral sensing systems are obtained that combine a compactness and/or low

weight with accurate data collection.

It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that less

alignment is required for setting up an imaging system, as part of the alignment is

performed during processing of the multi-spectral sensor and the geometric

referencing sensor, e.g. the sensor providing geometric information regarding the

objects.

The above objective is accomplished by a method and device according to the

present invention.

The present invention relates to a sensing device for obtaining geometric referenced

multi-spectral image data of a region of interest in relative movement with respect to

the sensing device, the sensing device comprising at least a first two dimensional

sensor element, a spectral filter and a second two dimensional sensor element, the

sensing device being adapted for obtaining subsequent multi-spectral images during

said relative motion of the region of interest with respect to the sensing device thus

providing distinct spectral information for different parts of a region of interest using

the first sensor element, whereby the spectral filter and the first sensor element are

arranged for obtaining spectral information at a first wavelength or wavelength range

using a part of the first sensor element and for obtaining spectral information at a



second wavelength or wavelength range using another part of the first sensor

element. The sensing device is adapted for providing, using the second sensor

element, an image for generating geometric reference information, to be coupled to

the spectral information. The first and second sensor element furthermore are

integrated on the same substrate.

It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that the

sensing device is less subject to inaccuracies due t o thermal load on the sensing

device or due t o influence of environmental conditions, especially compared to

sensing devices having a heterogeneous mechanical interface holding two

independent sensors together. The first sensor element may be provided with a

spectral filter for obtaining distinct spectral information on at least two different lines

or columns or blocks of the first sensor element. The spectral filter may be a step-

filter comprising a plurality of spectral bands allowing spectrally dependent filtering

at different positions on the first sensor element. The spectral filter may be a linear

variable filter allowing spectrally dependent filtering at different positions on the first

sensor element. It is an advantage of embodiments according to the present

invention that a compact system can be obtained.

The substrate on which the first sensor element and the second sensor element are

integrated may be a same semiconductor chip. It is an advantage of embodiments

according to the present invention that the sensor elements can be made using

similar processing steps in a single processing flow avoiding the need for alignment of

the sensor elements.

The first sensor element may be adapted for being a hyperspectral sensor. The first

sensor element and the second sensor element may have the same number of pixels

in at least one direction. The pixels of the first sensor element may be aligned with

the pixels of the second sensor element.

The sensing device may be integrated in an imaging system for obtaining multi-

spectral image information.

The imaging system may comprise a processor for coupling the geometric referencing

information to the multi-spectral information.



The imaging system furthermore may comprise a single optical element for focusing

radiation of the region of interest onto each of the sensor elements.

The first sensor may be configured for substantially simultaneously capturing image

information of one part of the region of interest using one part of the first sensor and

image information of another part of the region of interest using another part of the

second sensor, and the second sensor may be configured for capturing image

information of both said one part of the region of interest and said another part of

the region of interest substantially simultaneously.

The present invention also relates to a method for obtaining image data regarding a

region of interest in relative movement with respect to a sensing device, the method

comprises

obtaining a set of multi spectral data regarding a region of interest using a first two

dimensional sensor element by obtaining subsequent multi-spectral images during

the relative motion of the region of interest with respect to the sensing device, said

obtaining a set of distinct spectral data comprising obtaining spectral information at a

first wavelength or wavelength range using a part of the first sensor element and

obtaining spectral information at a second wavelength or wavelength range using

another part of the first sensor element, and

obtaining a two-dimensional image of the region of interest using a second sensor

element integrated on the same substrate as the first sensor element,

deriving geometric referencing information for the two-dimensional image of the

region of interest, and correlating the geometric -referencing information with the

multi-spectral data regarding the region of interest to obtain geometric referenced

multi-spectral data of the region of interest.

Particular and preferred aspects of the invention are set out in the accompanying

independent and dependent claims. Features from the dependent claims may be

combined with features of the independent claims and with features of other

dependent claims as appropriate and not merely as explicitly set out in the claims.

These and other aspects of the invention will be apparent from and elucidated with

reference to the embodiment(s) described hereinafter.



Brief description of the drawings

FIG. 1 shows a schematic overview of a sensing device for obtaining geo-referenced

multi-spectral data according t o an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 2 shows a schematic illustration of the lay-out of sensor elements on the sensing

device for obtaining geo-referenced multi-spectral data according t o an embodiment

of the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates a number of hyperspectral images as can be used in a system

according t o an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 shows an imaging system comprising a sensing device for obtaining geo-

reference multi-spectral image data according t o an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG. 5 illustrates a flow chart of an exemplary method according t o an embodiment of

the present invention.

FIG. 6 illustrates a flow chart of a detailed exemplary method according t o an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 7 illustrates an example of a processor that may be used for performing a

method or part thereof according t o an embodiment of the present invention.

The drawings are only schematic and are non-limiting. In the drawings, the size of

some of the elements may be exaggerated and not drawn on scale for illustrative

purposes. Any reference signs in the claims shall not be construed as limiting the

scope. In the different drawings, the same reference signs refer t o the same or

analogous elements.

Detailed description of illustrative embodiments

The present invention will be described with respect t o particular

embodiments and with reference t o certain drawings but the invention is not limited

thereto but only by the claims. Furthermore, the terms first, second, third and the like

in the description and in the claims, are used for distinguishing between similar

elements and not necessarily for describing a sequential o r chronological order. It is

t o be understood that the terms so used are interchangeable under appropriate



circumstances and that the embodiments of the invention described herein are

capable of operation in other sequences than described or illustrated herein.

It is t o be noticed that the term "comprising", used in the claims, should not

be interpreted as being restricted to the means listed thereafter; it does not exclude

other elements or steps. It is thus to be interpreted as specifying the presence of the

stated features, integers, steps or components as referred to, but does not preclude

the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps or

components, or groups thereof. Thus, the scope of the expression "a device

comprising means A and B" should not be limited to devices consisting only of

components A and B. It means that with respect to the present invention, the only

relevant components of the device are A and B.

Devices and systems according t o various embodiments as well as the making

and use of the various embodiments are discussed below in detail. However, it should

be appreciated that the present invention provides many applicable inventive concepts,

which can be embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments

discussed are merely illustrative of specific ways to make and use the invention, and do

not limit the scope of the claims of the invention.

Where in the present invention reference is made t o a two dimensional multi-spectral

image, reference is made t o an mxn pixilated image comprising information regarding

one part of a region of interest imaged at one wavelength or spectral region and

comprising information regarding at least another part of a region of interest imaged

at a different wavelength or spectral region. Whereas the obtained spectral

information within one spectral region may be a line, group or sub-matrix of pixels,

the overall underlying pixelated sensor typically is a two dimensional spectral sensor.

Embodiments according to the present invention may be applicable in a broad

spectral range of electromagnetic radiation. Particular ranges that may be covered

are visual and near IR (VNIR), typically considered to be in the range 400nm to

lOOOnm), short wave infrared, thermal infrared, etc, embodiments of the present

invention not being limited to the exemplary ranges given.



Where in embodiments of the present invention reference is made to a multi-spectral

image or multi-spectral image data, reference is made to data comprising separate

information regarding a region of interest for at least two different wavelengths or

wavelength regions. Hyperspectral images or image data refer to data comprising

separate information for a large number of wavelength or wavelength regions.

Where in embodiments according to the present invention reference is made t o geo-

referencing or geometric referencing of a point or object in the region of interest,

reference is made to the existence of the point or object in a region of interest in

physical space. It refers to establishing the location in terms of map projections or

coordinate systems. The latter may for example include positional information, e.g.

relative positional information. Such positional information may be (x,y) related

positional information, but also z-related positional information such as height or

relative height. It is not only applicable to aerial photography, aerial imaging or

satellite imaging, where it is often referred to as geo referencing, but also in other

applications, such as for example in industrial inspection.

In a first aspect, the present invention relates to a sensing device for obtaining

geometric referenced multi-spectral image data. The sensing device may especially be

suitable for hyperspectral imaging, although embodiments of the present invention

are not limited thereto. The sensing device according to embodiments of the present

invention are especially suitable for obtaining geometric referenced multi-spectral

image data, using a sensing device and a region of interest in relative movement with

respect to each other, which is for example the case when imaging from air is

performed or when imaging using a top view is performed. The sensing device

according to embodiments of the present invention comprises a single substrate, e.g.

a single chip. The substrate may be any type of substrate, such as for example a glass

substrate, a polymer substrate, a semiconductor substrate, etc. In some

advantageous embodiments, the substrate may be a semiconductor chip, providing

the possibility of using semiconductor processing steps for integration of the sensor

elements.



The single chip comprises at least a first two dimensional sensor element, whereby

the sensing device is adapted for providing spectrally different information for

different parts of a region of interest using the first two dimensional sensor element.

The single chip also comprises a second two dimensional sensor element, whereby

the sensing device is adapted for providing geometric referencing information of the

region of interest using the second sensor element. The geometric referencing

information advantageously may be coupled t o the spectral information obtained by

the sensing device. It is an advantage of embodiments according t o the present

invention that at least one first and second sensor element are processed on the

same chip. The latter allows for accurate alignment of the sensor elements, such that

little or no subsequent alignment for positioning the sensor elements with respect t o

each other is required.

By way of illustration, the present invention not being limited thereto, an exemplary

sensing device as well as an imaging system comprising such a sensing device will be

further discussed with reference t o FIG. 1 t o FIG. 3, embodiments of the present

invention not being limited thereto.

In FIG. 1, a sensing device 100 according t o an embodiment of the present invention

is shown, wherein the sensing device 100 comprises at least one first sensor element

112 and a second sensor element 122 processed on the same chip, i.e. processed on

the same substrate 102. The first sensor element 112 and second sensor element 122

and optional further sensor elements thus may be homogeneously o r

heterogeneously processed sensor elements, processed on the same substrate 102.

Advantageously, the sensor elements are homogeneously processed sensor elements

112, 122 on the same substrate 102. The sensor elements 112, 122 may be integrated

on the same substrate 102 whereby the different layers constituting the different

sensor elements are processed for both sensor elements 112, 122 using the same

processing technology, for example - but not limited t o - CMOS processing

technology. The sensor elements typically may comprise a plurality of pixels. The

pixels typically may be arranged in a matrix form in a number of columns and rows,

although the invention is not limited thereto. The sensor elements may be referred to



as frame sensor elements, as the sensor elements are two dimensional sensor

elements, comprising e.g. a matrix of sensor pixels mxn. The two sensor elements

may be selected so that at least one of the number of pixels in a row or the number

of pixels in a column is the same for both sensors. In an advantageous embodiment,

the sensor elements may comprise a high number of pixels in one direction for

imaging simultaneously a relatively wide region of interest. If for example the sensing

device is used for detecting or monitoring a region of interest using an UAV, a

preferred scanning width may be at least 1000m, more advantageously at least

2000m, still more advantageously at least 3000m. Taking into account a preferred

ground resolution of at least lm, more advantageously at least 50cm, still more

advantageously at least 30cm, the number of pixels in one direction may in some

examples be at least 1000, in other examples at least 4000, in still other examples

10000. By way of illustration, embodiments of the present invention not being limited

thereby, an example of a lay-out for the sensor elements 112, 122 on the substrate is

shown in FIG. 2 . The sensor elements 112, 122 advantageously are surface aligned.

The distance between the two sensors may be smaller than 1mm, although

embodiments of the present invention are not limited thereby.

The sensing device 100 furthermore comprises drive and read-out circuitry for driving

the sensor elements 112, 122. The drive and read-out circuitry 130 may be adapted

for driving the sensor elements 112, 122 differently from each other. For example,

the integration time over which the pixels of the sensor elements 112, 122 are

capturing information may be different. The drive and read-out circuitry 130 may be a

drive and read-out circuit as known from prior art, whereby the drive and read-out

circuitry 130 may comprise components such as amplifiers, switches, a buss, etc. In

some embodiments, the pixel design, the column structure and the bus driver are laid

out so that a multiplexer following the bus can be avoided, resulting in a better image

quality. The drive and read-out circuitry also may be adapted for reading out the

sensor elements 112,122. The read-out may be optimized for efficient and fast

reading out. For example in a 10000x1200 sensor the frame rate at full resolution

may be at least 35frames per second, e.g. at least 50 frames per second. The driving



and reading out also may be performed by different components, i.e. a separate drive

circuitry and separate reading-out circuitry may be provided. The sensors may be

equipped with shutters so that fast shutting, e.g. electronic shutting, can be obtained.

The sensor elements as well as the driving and read-out circuitry may be processed

on the same chip or die using semiconductor processing, such as for example CMOS

technology, embodiments of the invention not being limited thereto. It is an

advantage of embodiments according to the present invention that integration and

fabrication on the same chip may result in similar thermal behavior of the at least two

sensors, which may be of significant importance as for light weight UAVs, typically no

compensation for thermal loads on the systems can be provided in view of weight. A

similar thermal behavior of the sensors also may be advantageous in other

applications, as no or little thermal load compensation is required.

Whereas embodiments of the present invention have been written making reference

to CMOS technology, the invention is not limited thereto. The sensing device may be

manufactured using any suitable type of processing, such as for example using

semiconductor processing, lll-V semiconductor processing, making use of different

transistor technology, using MOS technology, etc. In some embodiments according to

the present invention, also charge coupled devices CCD's may be used.

According to embodiments of the present invention, the sensing device is adapted for

providing different spectral information for different parts of a region of interest

using the first two dimensional sensor element. The sensing device may thus be

adapted for generating a multi-spectral image. In some embodiments, the sensing

device may be adapted for generating hyperspectral data, i.e. in many narrow

spectral bands. As the first sensor element according to embodiments of the present

invention is a two-dimensional sensor element and as different spectral information

is t o be captured, typically part of the sensor element may be used for obtaining

spectral information at a first wavelength or in a first wavelength region for one part

of the region of interest, and at least one other part of the sensor element may be

used for obtaining spectral information at least a second wavelength or in at least a

second wavelength region for at least another part of the region of interest. In some



embodiments, different lines of the sensor element may be used for gathering data at

different spectral wavelengths or in different spectral wavelength regions. In other

embodiments for example different blocks of the sensor element may be used for

sensing different spectral data or different columns may be used for sensing different

spectral data. In order to capture different spectral information, a multi-spectral filter

114, advantageously hyper spectral filter, may be present. The multi-spectral filter

114 forms together with the first sensor element 112 and the drive and read-out

circuitry or part thereof for controlling the first sensor element 112, the first sensor.

The multi-spectral filter may be directly applied to the first sensor element, e.g.

mechanically behaving as a single element. Alternatively, the two components may

be separate from each other, but configured or arranged so that appropriate filtering

is obtained. By way of illustration, some examples of multi-spectral sensors are now

discussed.

According to a particular example, the multi-spectral sensor may be adapted for

multi-spectral or advantageously hyperspectral imaging using a linear variable filter

(LVF). The linear variable filter may for example be a substrate coated with an

interference filter with varying, e.g. increasing, thickness along one direction.

Applying such a filter in front of the first sensor element, e.g. on the surface of the

first sensor element, results in the peak of the transmission curve varying with the

thickness. In this way different parts of the sensor may detect different spectral

ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum. For avoiding higher order transmissions, e.g.

second order transmissions, different sensors with different sensitivity could be used,

e.g. a sensor sensitive in the range 400nm to 700nm and a sensor sensitive in the

range 700nm and lOOOnm. The linear variable filter may provide a substantially

continuously varying change in transmission wavelength. In one example, such a LVF

filter may vary through the NIR-visual spectrum. It is an advantage of embodiments

according to the present invention that using a linear variable filter may provide a

simple multi-spectral sensor which is compact and low in weight. Alternatively, an

induced transmittance filter can be used.



In another particular example, the multi-spectral sensor is obtained by providing

different spectral filters over different areas of the sensing element so that different

spectral sub-images are obtained. The different spectral filters may be coatings

applied t o different areas of the sensing element. The different spectral filters may be

arranged as a step-filter such that one number of lines of the sensing element is

covered by a filter filtering one spectral wavelength or one spectral wavelength

range, a number of neighbouring lines of the sensing element is covered by a filter

filtering at a second wavelength or in a second spectral wavelength range, a further

number of neighbouring lines of the sensing element is covered by a filter filtering at

a third wavelength or in a third spectral wavelength range, etc.

By way of illustration a set of hyperspectral data that can be obtained using a sensor

according t o an exemplary embodiment of the present invention is shown in FIG. 3.

Whereas reference is made t o hyperspectral data, the latter also applies t o multi-

spectral data. FIG. 3 illustrates a plurality of subsequent hyperspectral images

recorded in m subsequent time spans, whereby the spectra are recorded for a

relative movement between region of interest and sensing or imaging system

corresponding with a total shift over a distance xm - xl travelled during the total of

the subsequent time spans.

FIG. 3 illustrates m hyperspectral images, each image consisting of m lines, wherein

line Lj comprises information of wavelength or e.g. of spectral band - λ . The

different images are recorded within m subsequent time frames. By way of

illustration, the imaging of a physical position at coordinates xp and yq of the region of

interest is indicated throughout the different hyperspectral images. It can for

example be seen that in the information regarding the physical position at coordinate

xl for different yq coordinates of the region of interest is in the first hyperspectral

image Hli found in line 1, in the second hyperspectral image Hl2 found in line 2, in the

third hyperspectral image Hl3 found in line 3, ... and in the m'th hyperspectral image

Hlm found in line m. In each of these hyperspectral images this information is imaged

for a different wavelength or wavelength region. Seen in an alternative way,

information regarding the region of interest imaged at wavelength m or in a



corresponding spectral band m - m -i, can be found by combining the information in

line m of subsequent hyperspectral images as adjacent image lines, the ensemble

over the m hyperspectral images forming an mxn image of the region of interest

imaged at wavelength m or in a corresponding spectral band m - λ . Similarly, the

other lines of m subsequent hyperspectral images contain information regarding a

region of interest at a different wavelength or in a different spectral band. The latter

illustrates how hyperspectral images provide information regarding different spectral

wavelengths or in different spectral bands and how subsequent hyperspectral images

recorded during relative movement of region of interest and sensing system can

provide an image of the full region of interest for different wavelengths or in different

spectral bands. It is t o be noticed, that whereas the principle is illustrated for

subsequent lines covering different wavelengths, embodiments of the present

invention are not limited thereto, and the variety of spectral information also may be

obtained in other directions, e.g. varying spectral info for subsequent columns.

Furthermore, whereas the principle is illustrated for a sensor wherein each line

corresponds with a different wavelength or spectral region, embodiments of the

present invention are not limited thereto and several lines of the spectral image may

correspond with the same wavelength or spectral region. It is a characteristic of a

spectral image that the image comprises information regarding at least two different

wavelengths or spectral regions. Capturing of information using the principle as

described above has the advantage that using a two dimensional sensor element, two

dimensional images are recorded at different wavelengths or spectral regions, i.e.

resulting in three dimensional information (two positional dimensions, one spectral

dimension). In other words, in some embodiments according to the present

invention, the sensor element for spectral data may be used as a set of line or block

sensing sub-elements each sub-element recording positional information for a given

wavelength or in a spectral region, whereby recording over time during relative

movement of the region of interest with respect t o the sensor element corresponds

with scanning different positions of a region of interest.



As described above, the sensing device 100 furthermore comprises a second two-

dimensional sensor element 122 that forms, together with the driving and read-out

circuitry or part thereof for driving the second two-dimensional sensor element 122

the second sensor 120. The second sensor 120 may be adapted for obtaining an

image of the region of interest from which geo-referencing information can be

obtained. The second sensor 120 may be adapted for providing a high resolution

image, e.g. in grey scale, providing detailed geometric information, e.g. geographical

information, regarding the region of interest. Images obtained via the second sensor

120 may allow t o derive tiepoints in the imaged region of interest. The frequency at

which the images are captured with the second sensor may be such that an overlap of

the image, e.g. with at least 10%, more advantageously with at least 25%, still more

advantageously with at least 50% such as e.g. with 60% overlap with the previous

image is established, such that information regarding the relative change in

orientation of the instrument between subsequent images can be detected. The

obtained information regarding rotation may be used as geometric referencing

information, according t o embodiments of the present invention, for coupling t o the

multi-spectral data obtained using the first sensor 110, so that geo-referenced multi-

spectral data can be obtained.

Embodiments of the present invention also relate t o an imaging system. A schematic

representation of an imaging system 200 comprising a sensing system according t o

embodiments of the present invention is shown in FIG. 4 by way of example. The

imaging system 200 comprises a sensing device 100 as described for example above.

The imaging system 200 furthermore comprises optical elements for guiding radiation

t o the two sensing elements of the sensing device 100. Such optical elements may for

example comprise at least one lens 210 for capturing the radiation t o be collected

and focusing the radiation onto the sensor elements. In some embodiments, a single

lens 210 may be used for collecting the radiation for both sensor elements, whereas

in other embodiments different lenses may be used for the different sensor

elements. In some embodiments according t o the present invention, the collected

radiation may be split to the two sensor elements using a radiation splitter, such as



for example a beam splitter 220. Alternatively, or in addition thereto, the

configuration of the sensor elements 112, 122 processed on the same substrate 102

may allow for taking into account positional information between the sensor

elements when correlating the images obtained using the two sensor elements.

The imaging system furthermore may comprise an image processor 230 for

correlating the images obtained with the first sensor 110 and the second sensor 120.

The image processor may for example correlate geometric information, e.g.

positional information, obtained with the second sensor 120 with spectral

information obtained in different spectral channels in the first sensor 110, so that

accurate hyperspectral information is obtained. Such image processing may be

performed in a single processor o r in a plurality of processors. The processing may be

performed after the full set of images have been captured, although in some

embodiments substantially direct processing may be performed, as soon as all

information regarding the same region of interest is captured in both sensors 110,

120. A more detailed description of the image processing that may be performed by a

processor 230 according t o embodiments of the present invention will further be

discussed later with reference t o FIG. 6, illustrating standard and optional steps of an

example of a method for sensing according t o an embodiment of the present

invention.

The imaging device furthermore may comprise a global positioning system for

providing GPS data and/or an inertial measurement unit for providing inertial data

regarding the imaging system. Such components may assist in providing approximate

geo-referencing data, which may assist in deriving geo-referenced spectral-data

based on the image obtained with the second sensor 120.

In one aspect, the present invention thus also relates t o an imaging system as

described above comprising a sensing device as described above. In another aspect

the present invention also relates t o an industrial system or unmanned aerial vehicle

(UAV) comprising such an imaging system for monitoring, imaging or inspection. It

thereby is an advantage of embodiments according t o the present invention that the



sensing device comprises the two sensing elements on the same sensor, such that

thermal load due to temperature variation or such that environmental conditions

have less influence on the obtained result.

In still another aspect, the present invention relates t o a method for obtaining image

data regarding a region of interest. It thereby is an advantage of embodiments

according t o the present invention that multi-spectral data of a region of interest can

be obtained with high geometric accuracy, e.g. geographic accuracy, e.g. a geometric

accuracy that is significantly higher than can be obtained using global positioning

and/or inertial measurement systems alone. The method is especially suitable in

applications where multi-spectral data of a region of interest are obtained using

sensing device that undergo a relative movement with respect t o the region of

interest, such as for example in case aerial imaging is performed or e.g. during

industrial inspection of moving products. In case of aerial imaging, the method

furthermore also is especially suitable for use in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), as

the method can be performed using components low in weight, which is a major

requirement if unmanned aerial vehicles are t o be used or are t o be used for a longer

time. More particularly, the lower the weight to be carried, the lower the power

consumption required and the longer flying times can be obtained with the

unmanned aerial vehicles.

With reference t o FIG. 5 indicating a flow chart of a method embodiment according

t o the present invention, the method 300 for obtaining image data comprises in a

first step 310 obtaining a set of multi spectral data, advantageously hyper-spectral

data, regarding a region of interest using a first sensor element and obtaining a two-

dimensional image of the region of interest using a second sensor element. Obtaining

such data thereby may comprise acquiring the data using sensors, e.g. as described in

a system above. Alternatively, obtaining data also may comprise receiving data via an

input port in a processing system, whereby the data may have been e.g. previously

recorded. Obtaining data thereby is obtaining data from a first and second sensor

element, both sensor elements being integrated on the same chip, thus being



positioned on the same substrate. The obtained information thus may be correlated

through the sensor elements configuration as integrated in the same chip. In a

subsequent step 320, geometric referencing information, may be derived from the

two-dimensional image of the region of interest, as obtained in the first step 310.

Advantageously, the two-dimensional image of the region of interest obtained can be

an accurate high resolution image. The latter can for example be an non-colour image

which may be captured quickly, such that it suffers little from relative movement

between the sensing system and the region of interest t o be imaged. The method

furthermore comprises the step 330 of correlating the obtained geometric

referencing information, with the multispectral data regarding the region of interest,

t o thus obtain geometric referenced multi-spectral data, of the region of interest.

Correlating also may take into account global positioning system information and

inertial measurement unit information.

In order t o further illustrate standard and optional features of a method according t o

an embodiment of the present invention, FIG. 6 illustrates a detailed flow chart of an

exemplary method for obtaining image data. The exemplary method thereby is

adapted for capturing at least one two-dimensional image of the region of interest for

deriving geometric referencing information, and for capturing hyperspectral images

using a system as described above. More particularly, in the present example, the

different hyperspectral images are obtained during relative movement of the region

of interest with respect to the imaging system.

Using one sensor, image acquisition for obtaining a two dimensional image of a

region of interest is performed in step 430. Such image acquisition includes

acquisition of at least one image but may result in acquisition of a set of frame images

Fli, Fl2, ... Fin, whereby n images are captured, as indicated in step 432. The images

advantageously have a significant overlap so that geometric information, e.g.

geographic information, on one image can be transferred t o a subsequently or

previously captured image and so that relative orientation changes can be detected.

The overlap typically may be selected in the order of 60%, although embodiments of

the present invention are not limited thereto. From the overlap of at least two



images, tiepoints can be generated, as indicated in step 434. Such tie points are

points occurring in the overlap of the images and thus allowing a t o determine a

change in orientation of the instrument between acquisition of subsequent images.

Furthermore, some ground control points may be available, providing geographical

information indicating a geographical correlation between objects in the region of

interest and their image in the two dimensional image, e.g. via GPS, via a list of

previously recorded images, etc. The method may comprise a calibration step,

wherein bundle adjustment is performed as indicated in 442, based on the generated

tiepoints, indicated in 438, on global positioning coordinates, indicated in 440 and on

initial camera parameters 436. This post processing step allows t o obtain a more

accurate exterior orientation, as indicated in 444, and which then can be used for

obtaining corrected frame images having an accurate exterior orientation, as

indicated in step 460. Optionally also accurate object points and frame camera

parameters can be used. Accurate object points and accurate calibration frame

camera parameters as well as standard Digital Elevation Model (DEM) products can

be obtained as indicated in steps 446, 448, 480.

On the other hand, using another sensor, spectral camera image acquisition, e.g.

hyper-spectral camera image acquisition is performed in step 410, resulting in a set of

spectral images as indicated in step 412, whereby, in the present example each

spectral image consists of a plurality of lines and each line contains information of a

particular spectral band. As set out with reference t o FIG. 3, the full spectral

information regarding a region of interest for a given wavelength or in a given

wavelength region is distributed over different, typically subsequently imaged, hyper-

spectral images and using spectral splitting as indicated by 414, spectral plane

information is obtained for the full region of interest as indicated in steps 416a, 416b.

Using the geometric-referencing information obtained in step 460, geometric-

referenced multi-spectral information can be obtained by coupling the geometric-

referencing information including e.g. orientational information, t o the spectral plane

data, optionally including calibrated hyper spectral camera parameters as indicated in



462. The latter results in geometric-referenced spectral information, as shown in

418a, 418b.

Using the obtained data, an orthorectification of the images may be performed as

indicated in steps 420 and 450 for the multi-spectral and conventional 2-dimensional

image respectively, resulting in an orthophoto for both the multi-spectral and

conventional 2-dimensional image, as indicated in steps 422 and 452 respectively.

Orthorectification means terrain corrected geometric referencing of imagery using for

example the sensor exterior orientation parameters, frame camera parameters (also

referred to as interior orientation) and standard Digital Elevation Model (DEM)

products. The result of this operation is an orthophoto. Combining these orthophoto

images allows performing PAN sharpening of the multi-spectral data, as indicated in

step 470, such that a PAN scharpened hyperspectral orthophoto can be obtained, as

indicated in step 472. The orthorectification of the conventional 2-dimensional image

may give rise t o an digital surface model, as indicated in step 454.

The above schematic overview illustrates some standard and optional features and

advantages according to embodiments of the present invention.

Where the examples of embodiments of the present invention mainly refer to

geometric referencing for aerial photography, aerial imaging or satellite imaging, as

indicated above, embodiments of the present invention are not limited thereto and

may for example also be used for industrial inspection etc. In one example a sensing

device can for example be used for inspecting goods on a conveyor belt, e.g. for

detecting foreign materials between goods or for detecting deviating goods. Such

foreign materials or deviating goods typically will show a spectral image deviating

from the expected spectral image. The geometric referencing information may be a

lateral position of objects or materials but also may be a height or relative height.

Such a height or relative height of objects may for example be determined from the

geometric referencing information based on the viewing angle of the geometric

referencing sensor with respect to the object imaged. Deriving height information

from image data based on a known sensor position and viewing angle with respect to

the overall region of interest to be imaged is known by persons skilled in the art.



In one aspect, the present invention also relates t o a processing system wherein the

method for sensing or imaging or part of such method as described in embodiments

of the previous aspects are implemented in a software based manner. Fig. 7 shows

one configuration of a processing system 500 that includes at least one

programmable processor 503 coupled t o a memory subsystem 505 that includes at

least one form of memory, e.g., RAM, ROM, and so forth. It is t o be noted that the

processor 503 or processors may be a general purpose, o r a special purpose

processor, and may be for inclusion in a device, e.g., a chip that has other

components that perform other functions. Thus, one or more aspects of

embodiments of the present invention can be implemented in digital electronic

circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, software, or in combinations of them.

The processing system may include a storage subsystem 507 that has at least one disk

drive and/or CD-ROM drive and/or DVD drive. In some implementations, a display

system, a keyboard, and a pointing device may be included as part of a user interface

subsystem 509 t o provide for a user t o manually input information. Ports for

inputting and outputting data also may be included. More elements such as network

connections, interfaces t o various devices, and so forth, may be included, but are not

illustrated in Fig. 7 . The various elements of the processing system 500 may be

coupled in various ways, including via a bus subsystem 513 shown in Fig. 7 for

simplicity as a single bus, but will be understood t o those in the art to include a

system of at least one bus. The memory of the memory subsystem 505 may at some

time hold part o r all (in either case shown as 511) of a set of instructions that when

executed on the processing system 500 implement the steps of the method

embodiments described herein. Thus, while a processing system 500 such as shown in

Fig. 7 is prior art, a system that includes the instructions t o implement aspects of the

methods for sensing or imaging is not prior art, and therefore Fig. 7 is not labeled as

prior art.

The present invention also includes a computer program product which

provides the functionality of any of the methods according t o the present invention

when executed on a computing device. Such computer program product can be



tangibly embodied in a carrier medium carrying machine-readable code for execution

by a programmable processor. The present invention thus relates to a carrier medium

carrying a computer program product that, when executed on computing means,

provides instructions for executing any of the methods as described above. The term

"carrier medium" refers to any medium that participates in providing instructions to a

processor for execution. Such a medium may take many forms, including but not

limited to, non-volatile media, and transmission media. Non volatile media includes,

for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as a storage device which is part of mass

storage. Common forms of computer readable media include, a CD-ROM, a DVD, a

flexible disk or floppy disk, a tape, a memory chip or cartridge or any other medium

from which a computer can read. Various forms of computer readable media may be

involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions to a

processor for execution. The computer program product can also be transmitted via a

carrier wave in a network, such as a LAN, a WAN or the Internet. Transmission media

can take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio

wave and infrared data communications. Transmission media include coaxial cables,

copper wire and fibre optics, including the wires that comprise a bus within a

computer.

While the invention has been illustrated and described in detail in the drawings and

foregoing description, such illustration and description are t o be considered

illustrative or exemplary and not restrictive. The invention is not limited to the

disclosed embodiments. Other variations to the disclosed embodiments can be

understood and effected by those skilled in the art in practicing the claimed

invention. The foregoing description details certain embodiments of the invention. It

will be appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in

text, the invention may be practiced in many ways, and is therefore not limited to the

embodiments disclosed. It should be noted that the use of particular terminology

when describing certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken to

imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be restricted to include any



specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with which that

terminology is associated.

A single processor or other unit may fulfill the functions of several items recited in the

claims. The mere fact that certain measures are recited in mutually different

dependent claims does not indicate that a combination of these measures cannot be

used t o advantage. A computer program may be stored/distributed on a suitable

medium, such as an optical storage medium or a solid-state medium supplied

together with or as part of other hardware, but may also be distributed in other

forms, such as via the Internet or other wired or wireless telecommunication systems.

Any reference signs in the claims should not be construed as limiting the scope.



Claims

1. A sensing device (100) for obtaining geometric referenced multi-spectral image

data of a region of interest in relative movement with respect t o the sensing

device (100), the sensing device (100) comprising

- at least a first two dimensional sensor element (112), and a spectral filter (114)

- the sensing device (100) being adapted for obtaining subsequent multi-spectral

images during said relative motion of the region of interest with respect t o the

sensing device thus providing distinct spectral information for different parts of a

region of interest using the first sensor element (112) whereby the spectral filter

and the first sensor element are arranged for obtaining spectral information at a

first wavelength or wavelength range using a part of the first sensor element (112)

and for obtaining spectral information at a second wavelength or wavelength

range using another part of the first sensor element (112),

characterized in that the sensing device (100) comprises a second two dimensional

sensor element (122), the sensing device (100) being adapted for providing, using

the second sensor element (122), an image of the region of interest for generating

geometric referencing information to be coupled to the distinct spectral

information, and the first sensor element (112) and second sensor element (122)

being integrated on the same substrate.

2 . A sensing device (100) according to the previous claim, wherein the spectral filter

(114) is provided on the first sensor element (112) for obtaining distinct spectral

information on at least two different lines or columns or blocks of the first sensor

element (112).

3 . A sensing device (100) according to claim 2, wherein the spectral filter is a step-

filer comprising a plurality of spectral bands allowing spectrally dependent filtering

at different positions on the first sensor element (112).

4 . A sensing device (100) according to claim 2, wherein the spectral filter (114) is a

linear variable filter allowing spectrally dependent filtering at different positions

on the first sensor element (112).



5 . A sensing device (100) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the

substrate is a semiconductor chip.

6 . A sensing device (100) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the first

sensor element (112) is adapted for being a hyperspectral sensor.

7 . A sensing device (100) according to any of the previous claims, wherein the pixels

of the first sensor element (112) are aligned with the pixels of the second sensor

element (122).

8 . A sensing device (100) according to any of the previous claims, the sensing device

(100) being integrated in an imaging system (200) for obtaining multi-spectral

image information.

9 . A sensing device (100) according to claim 8, wherein the imaging system (200)

comprises a processor (230) for coupling the geometric referencing information to

the multi-spectral information.

10. A sensing device (100) according to any of claims 8 to 9, wherein the imaging

system (200) furthermore comprises a single optical element (210) for focusing

radiation of the region of interest onto each of the sensor elements (112,122).

11. A sensing device (100) according to any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the first sensor

is configured for substantially simultaneously capturing image information of one

part of the region of interest using one part of the first sensor and image

information of another part of the region of interest using another part of the

second sensor, and wherein the second sensor is configured for capturing image

information of both said one part of the region of interest and said another part of

the region of interest substantially simultaneously.

12. A method (300) for obtaining image data regarding a region of interest in relative

movement with respect to a sensing device, the method comprising

obtaining (310) a set of distinct spectral data regarding a region of interest

using a first two dimensional sensor element by obtaining subsequent multi-

spectral images during the relative motion of the region of interest with

respect to the sensing device, said obtaining a set of distinct spectral data

comprising obtaining spectral information at a first wavelength or wavelength



range using a part of the first sensor element and obtaining spectral

information at a second wavelength or wavelength range using another part

of the first sensor element, and

obtaining a two-dimensional image of the region of interest using a second

sensor element integrated on the same substrate as the first sensor element ,

deriving (320) geometric referencing information for the two-dimensional

image of the region of interest, and

correlating (330) the geometric referencing information with the distinct

spectral data regarding the region of interest to obtain geometric referenced

multi-spectral data of the region of interest.
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